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Radiation Vulnerability Assessment (RVA):
Earlier vs. Later in Spacecraft Development
Later in Spacecraft Development 
(Conventional Flow)
2
Earlier in Spacecraft Development (Novel Flow)
RVA & Rad-Hard 
Testing
RVA Design Prototype Rad-Hard 
Testing
If changes need to be made
Design Prototype
If changes need to be made
• Commercial parts
• Little physical data
• Limited radiation testing
• Assuming lots of 
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Expected Users of Radiation Vulnerability 
Assessment 
• Teams most likely to:
• Use commercial-off-the-shelf 
(COTS) components
• Lack (at least initially) radiation 
effects experts
• Rad-hardened components are more 
expensive than their non-rad-hardened 
counterparts
• These groups include:
• Small satellite (e.g., CubeSat) teams
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• Part type models
• Contains radiation-induced faults 
for typical part types
• Radiation assessment for 
each vulnerability per part 
type
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Interfacing RGENTIC and SEAM
6
RGENTIC
• Creates a part list 
associating 
components with rad 
risks based on user-
specified environment
SEAM
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RGENTIC’s Part Type Families
• Families Present (66 total part types):
• Clocks/Timing (4 part types)
• Digital (5 part types)
• Discrete (4 part types)
• Discrete Power (7 part types)
• Discrete RF (8 part types)
• Embedded (4 part types)
• Interfaces (6 part types)
• Linear (5 part types)
• Logic (2 part types)
• Memory (4 part types)
• Mixed Signal (5 part types)
• Opto-Electronics (4 part types)
• Power Hybrid (4 part types)
• Sensors (4 part types)
• Radiation Concerns Present:
• Single Event Latch-up
• Single Event Burnout
• Single Event Transient
• Single Event Function Interrupt
• Single Event Gate-Rupture
• Single Event Upset
• Multiple Bit Upset
• Total Ionizing Dose
• Displacement Damage Dose
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RGENTIC: Radiation GuidelinEs for Notional 
Threat Identification and Classification
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• Free platform developed at NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
• Provides guidance on assessing rad-
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Step 1: User Mission
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Step 2: Radiation Environment Comparison
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Step 3: Mission-Specific Device Vulnerability
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• Input device type so RGENTIC 
can identify radiation concerns
• Device susceptibility to various 
potential radiation concerns are 
shown
• Only generic part-types 
considered
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Step 4: Risk Mitigation Guidelines
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• Top-left box:
• Typical line of radiation 
questioning for Family of device
• Device-specific information 
given beneath
• Lower-left box:
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SEAM: Systems Engineering and 
Assurance Modeling
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• Free platform used to 
evaluate any 
spacecraft system
• Useful for radiation 
fault modeling and 
radiation case 
development 
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SEAM: Systems Engineering and 
Assurance Modeling
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• SEAM incorporates SysML internal block diagrams
• SEAM has the following capabilities:
• Assessment of radiation performance of a spacecraft without relying on 
intensive radiation testing campaigns 
• Does not require extensive physical knowledge of the electronic components
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SEAM Templates Based on RGENTIC 
Part Categories
• SEAM model of Discrete 
LED shown in the editor 
canvas. 
• Engineers can choose 
modeling elements from the 
model parts panel on the 
same page as this figure.
• SEAM allows users to create 
project libraries for both 
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Sensor Part-Type Output from SEAM
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Systems Engineering and Assurance Modeling (SEAM): A Web-Based Solution for 
Integrated Mission Assurance, Kaitlyn Ryder et. al, Electronics and Energetics, 2021




• Radiation vulnerability assessment can reduce total time and money required 
to complete a spacecraft system
• RGENTIC and SEAM are two tools that provide early radiation assessment
• RGENTIC helps users identify radiation vulnerabilities based on mission 
parameters
• SEAM allows users to build a model of the radiation fault propagation in a 
system and a radiation assurance case
